Similarity and dissimilarity measures play an important role in pattern classification and clustering. For a century, researchers have searched for a good measure. Here, we review, categorize, and evaluate various binary vector similarity / dissimilarity measures. One of the most contentious disputes in the similarity measure selection problem is whether the measure includes or excludes negative matches. While inner-product based similarity measures consider only positive matches, other conventional measures credit both positive and negative matches equally. Hence, we propose an enhanced similarity measure that gives variable credits and show that it is superior to conventional measures in IRIS biometric authentication and offline handwritten character recognition applications. Finally, the proposed similarity measure can be further boosted by applying weights and we demonstrate that it outperforms the weighted Hamming distance.
Introduction
A common method for classifying an unknown input vector involves finding the top k similar vectors in a reference set. The k -nearest neighbor, or simply k -NN, has wide acceptance in pattern classification problems (e.g. [1, 2] for extensive surveys). There are two important aspects in this approach. One is extracting important features from the pattern, and the other is selecting an appropriate similarity measure. Although there are many types of features, in this paper we consider only binary features and their similarity / dissimilarity measures.
Distance and similarity measures are encountered in various fields such as image retrieval [3] , information retrieval, chemistry [4] , ecology [5] , psychology, and biological taxonomy [6] . There is a wealth of literature regarding the similarity measure selection problem dating as far back as 1908. Extensive lists of similarity measures can be found in [7, 8] . Conventional definitions of similarity or dissimilarity measures include Hamming [9] , inner-product, Tanimoto distance, etc., and for a century, researchers have searched for a good measure. The most recent comparative works on similarity measures include Tubbs [10] who summarized seven conventional similarity measures for the template matching problem [10] , and Zhang et al. who compared these seven measures for their recognition capability in handwriting identification [11] . Yet another distance measure that has been used for binary features extracted from offline character images can be found in [12, 13, 14] . Here, we categorize and review various similarity and distance measures.
The most favored distance measure is the Hamming distance when the features are binary. To further improve the performance, there are two approaches. First, weights can be applied to features [14] and optimized using techniques such as genetic algorithms [15, 16] . Another approach is to use a similarity measure that gives full credit to features present in both patterns, less credit to those not present in either pattern, and no credit to those present in only one of the patterns to be matched [14] . Both approaches have been reported to perform better than the simple Hamming distance approach. In this paper, we create a new measure that combines these two approaches, and we present experimental results that demonstrate its superiority over the other measures.
One of the most contentious problems in binary feature vector similarity measures is whether the measure includes or excludes the number of negative matches. When features are absent in both patterns, should we consider it as important as those present in both patterns? This problem has been argued in [7, 17] and several binary vector coefficients include the negative matches as well as the positive matches equally. In this paper, the proposed measure includes both positive and negative matches, and has weights that can be optimized to control the degree to which the positive and negative matches are considered.
To evaluate similarity measures for binary features, we chose two binary feature databases: an IRIS code database and an offline handwritten character database. First, we consider the problem of IRIS biometric verification which often uses a distance or similarity between two samples of the same class and between samples of two different classes. Two patterns are categorized into one of only two classes -the patterns are either from the same class or from two different classes. Given two IRIS biometric samples, the feature distance between the two samples is classified as intra-person (identity) or inter-person (non-identity). The intra-and inter-person distances form two distributions having some overlap with each other. Two types of errors, False Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR), are used to evaluate the various similarity measures.
In the offline handwritten character image database, Gradient, Structural, and Concavity binary features, or simply GSC, have been developed and utilized in character recognition [12] . While GSC features, which are binary in type, are considered significant ones, relatively little study has been conducted on selecting and designing a good similarity measure for these features. In this paper, we evaluate numerous similarity measures and determine the optimal one.
The subsequent sections are organized as follows. Section 2 enumerates many similarity measures and their weighted variations. Sections 3 and 4 evaluate similarity measures on IRIS code and offline handwritten character databases, respectively. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
Overview of Similarity Measures
In this section, we give the definitions of conventional binary vector similarity and dissimilarity (distance) measures and then show how some of these measures can be refined with weights that can be optimized to enhance their discrimination capability.
Basic Binary Similarity Measures
Let x , y , and z be binary feature vectors of fixed length d , and let x i denote the i -th feature value, which is equal to either 0 or 1. One of the most popular measures in comparing two fixed-length bit patterns is the Hamming distance given in (1), which is the count of the bits that differ in the two patterns [9] . It is a simple geometrical L 1 distance, also known as Manhattan or city block distance, applied to d -dimensional binary space.
The term x T y denotes the positive matches, i.e. the number of "1" bits that match between x and y . The term  x T  y is the negative matches, i.e. the number of "0" matching bits. The terms x T  y and  x T y denote the number of bit mismatches -the first where pattern x has a "1" and pattern y has a "0", and the second where pattern x has a "0" and pattern y has a "1". Fact 1. The Hamming distance has been shown to be metric [6] .
While the Hamming distance is the number of bits that are different in the two patterns, the Hamming similarity is the number of identical bits in the two patterns. Sokal and Michener (SM) normalized the Hamming similarity [18] 
An alternative normalized Hamming similarity is given by Rogers and Tanimoto (RT) [19] S RT x , y=
The term x T y is the inner product (IP) of two vectors, which yields a scalar, and it is sometimes called the scalar product or dot product. It can be converted to a distance by subtracting it from d , and this distance is clearly non-metric because of the reflexivity violation; D IP x , y=0 iff x= y and |x|=|y|=d and D IP x , y0 , otherwise. Fact 2. Nonnegativity, symmetry, and triangle inequality are trivial and preserved in the inner product [20] .
where s i =1 if x i =y i =1, and s i =0 otherwise
A normalized inner product (NIP) is given in (5) [6] . Alternative normalizations are RussellRao (RR) given in (6) [7] , Jaccard-Needham (JN) given in (7) [21] , Dice (D) given in (8) [22] , and Kulzinsky (K) given in (9) [23] :
The Jaccard, Dice, and Kulzinsky similarity measures differ in their ranges: the Jaccard measure ranges from 0 to 1, the Dice measure from 0 to 0.5, and the Kulzinsky measure from 0 to ∞ . Equations 7-9 can be generalized to generalized Jaccard (GJ) similarity measure given in (10), which for =0 becomes the Kulzinsky coefficient, for =1 the Jaccard coefficient, and for =2 the Dice coefficient:
Another popular distance measure between binary feature vectors is the Tanimoto (T) metric defined in (11) [6] where n x and n y are the numbers of "1" bits in x and y , respectively, and n x , y is x T y :
The Tanimoto coefficient [6] , defined in (12), is another variation of the normalized inner product which is frequently encountered in the fields of information retrieval and biological taxonomy:
Most similarity measures are variations either of Hamming or of the inner product measures. Generally, the former ones treat the presence, x T y , and the absence,  x T  y , of features equally while the later take only the presence, x T y , into account and exclude  x T  y . The decision to include or exclude the  x T  y term is a difficult and contentious one [7, 17] . Prior to 1950 when the Hamming distance was introduced, the use of inner product based similarity coefficients flourished. Sokal and Michener made a good argument to include the negative matches [7, 17, 18] , however, both positive and negative matches were equally weighted. Hence, we propose a new measure with variable credit for the  x T  y term, defined in (13), where  is the contribution factor, and 0 ∞ . We call it the Alter Zero Zero One One (AZZOO) similarity measure because we can alter the credit for the zero-zero matches relative to that for the one-one matches.
, and s i =0 otherwise (13) Note that for =0 , S AZZOO becomes the inner product, and for =1 , S AZZOO becomes the Hamming similarity measure. Although S AZZOO requires finding the optimal  factor, the experimental results in later sections show that it outperforms both the Hamming and inner product similarity measures.
Originally, the half-credit similarity, S 00−11 was used in an offline handwriting recognition 66 system [12] , and it is the same as S AZZOO with =0.5 . It gives full credit to features present in both patterns, x T y , half credit to those not present in either pattern,  x T  y , and no credit to those present in only one of the patterns, x T  y and  x T y , as defined in (14) [12, 13, 14] . In this paper we generalized the half-credit similarity to S AZZOO .
The range of
. Assuming 0 1 , S AZZOO can be converted to a distance measure for metric property testing:
Nonnegativity and symmetry are trivial and preserved. Reflexivity is violated, however, because D AZZOO x , y =0 iff x= y and |x|=|y|=d and D AZZOO x , y ≠0 otherwise. Similarly, S AZZOO x , y =d iff x= y and |x|=|y|=d and  d S 00 −11 x , yd if x= y and |x|d .
Theorem 1. The triangle inequality property is valid for
Now, evaluate
Hence, the theorem is true by line 1 and line 2 of proof. □ Similarly, since S AZZOO  x , y =x T y   x T  y=S IP  x , y  S IP   x ,  y  , the properties of the AZZOO similarity measure are similar to those of the inner product measure.
Other popular similarity measures utilize correlation coefficients (CC) and have been used frequently in both psychology and ecology studies [7] . The correlation similarity measure is given in (16) and Yule and Kendall (YK) [24] suggested a similar coefficient given in (17) .
While Hamming based similarity measures are additive forms of the positive and negative matches, the correlation based measures are multiplicative forms. Nonetheless, contribution factors of positive and negative matches are considered equally important in correlation based similarity measures as well as Hamming based ones.
Historically, all the measures enumerated above have had great value in their respective fields. In the following sections 3 and 4, we evaluate these measures in the applications of IRIS biometric authentication and offline handwriting character recognition. Fig. 1 shows a 67 chronological table for binary feature vector similarity measures in which these conventional measures are categorized into three major groups: inner product, Hamming, and correlation based groups.
Binary Similarity Measures with Weights
To further improve discrimination capability, weights can be applied to distance or similarity measures [14] and optimized using techniques such as genetic algorithms [15, 16] . When features have numeric values, a scaling problem arises. In order to mitigate this problem, one can combine the nonlinear accuracy weighting with the Minkowski distance (WM) concept as shown in (18), where PC|i is the probability of being correct when only feature i is used [25, 26] .
When features are binary, one can still generalize (18) 
The weighted Hamming distance has been applied to numerous applications such as image template matching [27, 28] and object recognition [28] . The weighted Hamming distance provides an improvement over the simple Hamming distance for discriminating between similar images [27, 28] . This distance measure gives greater importance to error pixels which appear in close proximity to other error pixels. Error pixels that appear close together tend to correspond to structurally meaningful features. In [29] , a slightly different weighted Hamming distance was introduced to optimize the distance measure for object detection by adding a null weight, w 0 . Similarly, the weighted inner product (WIP) similarity measure is given by (20) .
Here, we claim that the performance can be further improved by optimizing the similarity measure rather than distance measure. Since the Hamming distance is the number of mismatches, the weights are applied to the mismatched bits, whereas in a similarity measure the weights are applied to the matching bits. As discussed in the earlier section, there are two kinds of matches: Hamming based Correlation based Inner-product based positive and negative matches. Although the Hamming similarity can be improved by applying the equal weights are applied to both positive and negative matches, we claim that if different weights are applied, the performance is further improved, and the proposed weighted AZZOO similarity measure is given in (21) .
Note that if w  and w − are identical, S WAZZOO =S WH , and if w − =0 , S WAZZOO =S WIP . There are twice as many coefficients to optimize in this new similarity measure than in the weighted Hamming or inner product similarity measures. This is a multi-dimensional, space optimization problem, and one can use a genetic algorithm to determine the weights from training data. A genetic algorithm can be a general optimization method that searches a large space of candidate objects to find one that performs near optimal according to the fitness function [15, 16] . Genetic algorithms offer a number of advantages: they search from a set of solutions rather than from a single one, they are not derivative-based, and they explore and exploit the parameter space. For the weight adaptive model, we create a numerical optimization model that depends on a set of weights.
Similarity Measure Evaluation on IRIS Biometric Verification
In order to evaluate the binary vector similarity measures, we consider an IRIS biometric database. Daugman proposed the degrees of freedom of IRIS mismatch score distribution as a measure of the individuality or uniqueness of an IRIS pattern [30] . The biometric verification problem is a simple dichotomy classification problem that places the input into one of only two categories -that is, given two randomly selected biometric samples, the problem is to determine whether the two samples belong to the same person or two to different people. Fig. 2 
Performance Evaluation Method
In Fig. 2 , FAR is the probability of error that one classifies two biometric data as coming from the same person even though they belong to two different people, and FRR is the probability of error that one classifies two biometric samples as coming from different people even though they belong to a same person. Note that when a distance measure is used, the intra distance distribution tends to be close to 0 whereas the inter distance distribution tends to be far from 0. Thus, FAR is usually the left side area of the decision boundary. When a similarity measure is used, on the other hand, FAR is the right-side area of the decision boundary because the larger value means that the two biometric samples are similar, as defined in (22) and (23) where T is the threshold value for the Bayesian decision.
FAR=Pr S x , y T| c x ≠c  y  and FRR=PrS  x , yT| c x =c y  (22, 23) The overall performance is the number of correctly classified instances divided by the total testing database size.
Experimental Results
In this section, we compare the experimental results obtained by using several similarity measures. From the IRIS biometric image database [31] , we selected 10 left bare eye samples of 52 subjects. In order to test the described models, two sets of samples are required: intra-class distance and inter-class distance sets. The intra-class distance sample is acquired by randomly selecting two IRIS data from the same subject while the inter-class distance sample is obtained by randomly selecting two IRIS data from two different subjects. We prepared three sets of inter and intra distance data for training and three independent ones for testing, each of size 1000 (500 intra-class and 500 inter-class pairs). The IRIS biometric verification models were trained on 500 distance or similarity values obtained from the intra-and inter-class sets. These scalar values form distributions and the mean and variance can be computed for each distribution. Assuming normal distributions, one can easily find the Bayes decision threshold. For testing, each scalar distance value is classified into the intra or inter person class by comparing to the threshold value. First, we used the Hamming distance as Daugman originally proposed [30] and Fig. 3 shows the results on the database used in this experiment [31] . We then obtained results on the other similarity measures. Fig. 4 depicts the intra and inter similarity distributions using various similarity measures and Table 1 shows the comparative results of the overall performances. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the performance as a function of the contribution factor,  , and highlights the relative performance of the inner product, Hamming, and AZZOO measures. The S AZZOO with =1.175 yields the best performance.
Similarity Measure Evaluation on Character Recognition
To further evaluate the binary vector similarity measures, we consider an offline handwritten character image database.
Binary Feature Extraction
Among many features, the Gradient, Structural, and Concavity (GSC) feature set has been shown to have high accuracy in offline character recognition problems [12] based on the philosophy that feature sets can be designed to extract certain types of information from the image. These types are gradient, structural, and concavity information. Gradient features use the stroke shapes on a small scale, structural features use stroke trajectories on an intermediate scale, and concavity features use stroke relationships at long distances. The input character image is a binarized and slant-normalized image. A bounding box is placed around the image and divided into a 4 x 4 grids, which is known as a quasi-multiresolution approach shown in Fig. 6 . For each grid region, all directional rules and various concavity features are checked, resulting in 192 Gradient, 192 Structural, and 128 Concavity features, for a total of 512 features as listed in Table 2 . A sample vector for a character "A" is given in Fig. 7 . See [12] for a detailed description of the rules.
Experimental Results
The problem of offline handwritten character recognition is to classify an unknown handwritten character image as one of the 26 letters of the alphabet. There are 800 samples per letter of 512 binary feature vectors in the database: 400 samples per letter are used for the reference set and the remaining samples are divided into four sets of 100 samples per letter for testing and tuning purposes. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) approach is used, and Table 3 shows the number of errors by each of the similarity measures tested. The numbers in parentheses are the errors after optimizing the weights in the weighted variations of the measures. Among the numerous similarity measures without weights, AZZOO performed the best. Fig. 8 shows the performance as a function of the contribution factor,  , and stresses the relative performance of the inner product, Hamming, and AZZOO measures, clearly showing the superiority of the AZZOO measure for =0. 44 .
Applying different weights further improves the performance. Note that the number of weights is d =512 in the weighted Hamming distance and 2×d =1024 in the weighted AZZOO. We use a genetic algorithm to determine the weights and the weighted AZZOO significantly outperforms the weighted Hamming distance.
We previously conducted similar optimizing experiments with fewer weights used [14] . Since the number of weights is enormous when each feature is given its own weight, in those experiments we simplified the features into three feature groups (gradient, structural, and concavity feature sets), and then used the additive model to combine these measures as follows: (25) where w g11 , w g00 , w s11 , w s00 , w c11 , and w c00 are the weights for the Gradient, Structural, and Concavity feature groups. Optimizing these six coefficients, we found the number of errors to be 319 which, although an improvement over the AZZOO measure without weights, is not as good as the 312 errors when the full set of weights is used.
Conclusions
To conclude, we emphasize that selecting and designing a similarity measure is extremely important. First, we reviewed and categorized ten different binary feature vector similarity measures. Conventional similarity coefficients were categorized into three groups depending on their type: inner-product, Hamming, and correlation based similarity measures as depicted in Fig.  9 . The first major division is between the inner-product based similarity measures that consider positive matches only and those that credit both positive and negative matches. Next, those that consider both positive and negative matches are further categorized into additive forms and multiplicative forms (correlation based measures). Patterns can be analyzed by either distance or similarity. Pattern classification or clustering using Hamming distance will have the identical results as those using Sokal and Michener's normalized Hamming similarity measure. From the point of view of distance, positive and negative matches are treated equally. By first converting the Hamming distance into a similarity measure, we derived another similarity measure that distinguishes the positive and negative matches, and we called it the AZZOO similarity measure. In our version of a taxonomy, the AZZOO similarity measure is under the additive form of similarity measures that take both positive and negative matches into accounts.
We showed that the AZZOO measure outperforms all conventional measures in the applications of IRIS biometric verification and offline handwritten character recognition. While the AZZOO measure is superior to the other measures, it is interesting to note that the value of the contributing factor  can vary considerably depending on the application data -in this case the optimal value was 1.175 on the IRIS data and 0.44 on the handwriting data.
Moreover, we explored enhancing the similarity measures by applying weights that can be optimized to specific application data. While the weighted Hamming similarity measure gives identical weights to both positive and negative matches, we demonstrated that the weighted AZZOO similarity measure that gives different weights to positive and negative matches can further improve the discrimination performance.
